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Abstract. Neural Architecture Search (NAS), a framework which auto-
mates the task of designing neural networks, has recently been actively
studied in the field of deep learning. However, there are only a few NAS
methods suitable for 3D medical image segmentation. Medical 3D images
are generally very large; thus it is difficult to apply previous NAS meth-
ods due to their GPU computational burden and long training time. We
propose the resource-optimized neural architecture search method which
can be applied to 3D medical segmentation tasks in a short training
time (1.39 days for 1GB dataset) using a small amount of computation
power (one RTX 2080Ti, 10.8GB GPU memory). Excellent performance
can also be achieved without retraining(fine-tuning) which is essential
in most NAS methods. These advantages can be achieved by using a
reinforcement learning-based controller with parameter sharing and fo-
cusing on the optimal search space configuration of macro search rather
than micro search. Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed NAS
method outperforms manually designed networks with state-of-the-art
performance in 3D medical image segmentation.
Keywords: 3D Medical Image Segmentation, AutoML, Neural Archi-
tecture Search(NAS), Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN)
1 Introduction
Research using deep neural networks for 3D medical image segmentation has
exploded over the last few years, producing excellent methods such as U-Net [9]
and deep supervision [3]. However, the performance of these methods is highly
influenced by manual tasks such as post-processing, hyperparameter tuning, and
designing an optimal architecture. In particular, fine-tuning the hyperparame-
ters and designing the best architecture require a great deal of time and com-
putational power. To reduce these manual tasks, research in automated ma-
chine learning has been actively carried out for natural image processing tasks
[1,6,8]. Despite their success in natural image processing, these methods are dif-
ficult to apply to the segmentation of 3D medical image with high dimensions
which requires enormous computational power. Automated methods developed
1 The two authors contributed equally to this paper.
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for 3D medical image segmentation do not yet match state-of-the-art perfor-
mances achieved by manually designed methods [7,10].
In this paper we propose a resource optimized neural architecture search
for 3D medical image segmentation (RONASMIS) which takes a short training
time (1.39 days for 1GB dataset) and requires a small amount of GPU compu-
tational power (one RTX 2080Ti with 10.8GB). The proposed framework differs
from previous NAS frameworks by focusing on macro search rather than micro
search, exploiting the characteristics of 3D medical images. We avoid retraining
the network from scratch after finding the optimal architecture by continuously
training the child network during the architecture search process without re-
initializing the child network’s weights. GPU memory is efficiently utilized by us-
ing addition-based skip connections and replacing depth-wise convolutions with
normal convolutions. The search space only includes elements that significantly
impact the final performance of 3D medical image segmentation, reducing the
architecture complexity and GPU memory usage. To the best of our knowledge,
our framework is the first to outperform state-of-the-art results in 3D medical
image segmentation.
Fig. 1. The proposed RNN based controller and search space. The left figure shows
the structure of the proposed controller with dotted boxes indicating that there is a
point not applicable in certain sections. Table 1. shows the proposed search space.
2 Method
2.1 Resource-Optimized Search Space for Anisotropic 3D Medical
Image and the Basic Architecture
Proposed Search Space : The search space we propose is shown in Table 1.
of Figure 1. Our search space is constructed differently from other NAS papers
based on four main reasons:
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1. We include input patch sizes and the amount of down sampling in the search
space taking into consideration the fact that most 3D medical images have
anisotropic shapes. Images in our training data have shapes 4× 155× 240×
240, 1× [90 ∼ 130]×320×320, and 2× [11 ∼ 24]× [256 ∼ 384]× [256 ∼ 384]
in order of channel, depth, height, and width. The variation of input patch
sizes and the number of down sampling operations were also considered by
[5] which won the medical segmentation decathlon (MSD).
2. To effectively acquire the receptive field and preserve features’ spatial resolu-
tion information as much as possible in the encoding process, we include the
amount of pooling and dilation rate of 3D convolution in the search space.
3. One main goal of this paper is efficient utilization of GPU memory. A micro
search space requires extensive GPU memory which is already burdensome
for 3D medical image segmentation. We thus resort to focusing on a macro
search space whereas other NAS methods consider either both micro and
macro search space or just the prior [1,6,10].
4. Some studies show that connections between global features are pivotal [11].
Most NAS research considering micro search spaces receive inputs from one
or two adjacent cells. We instead include skip connection points in our search
space to maximize the effect of skip connections across the network.
Further, other NAS methods often apply skip connections to 1× 1 convolu-
tion after concatenation with other inputs. This increases the number of param-
eters, resulting in more GPU memory usage than addition. As a remedy we use
elementwise-sum based skip connection for macro search.
Most researchers manually determine the best 2D or 3D input patch size,
type of down sampling operations along with their stride, and skip connection
methods, taking into account available GPU memory and receptive field size
[3,4,5]. Cascaded learning methods are often used as an alternative; however,
the training time takes longer and still requires hyper-parameter tuning [12].
Instead, we focus on constructing a resource optimized search space to reduce
the time required to tune hyperparameters.
Three activation functions and two pooling operation types are included in
our search space because they do not use additional GPU memory and may affect
the segmentation performance depending on the task. To prevent overfitting of
the child network, we also add a drop-path regularization (zero operation) which
disables some operations or skip-connections at a specific node in the search
space. This also helps the controller reliably construct the architecture [1], [8].
We replace depth-wise convolution used in most NAS frameworks with nor-
mal convolution because the latter utilizes GPU memory more efficiently. It is
commonly believed that depth-wise convolution saves more memory because it
uses less parameters and requires fewer arithmetic operations. However, there
are implementation issues in open source frameworks such as PyTorch which
cause depth-wise convolution to inefficiently use up cache memory and more
GPU memory when performing backpropagation.
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Eqs. (1) and (2) show how to determine the input patch size in the search
space given the the input training image dimensions.
Search Space of Patch Size H/W =
⌊
max(H,W )
S4
⌋
∗ S4 − S4 ∗ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} (1)
Search Space of Patch Size Depth =
⌊
D
S4
⌋
∗ S4 − S4 ∗ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4} (2)
where H,W,D are the median height, width, and depth sizes of training images
respectively and S is the stride parameter for each stage. The height and width
patch sizes are set equal and the depth is determined independently. The search
space cardinality of each element is limited to 5 for any given input patch size.
When an image dimension in the intermediate stages becomes smaller than
the largest pooling size, the search space for pooling stride is modified to smaller
values. For example, the smallest depth size of prostate 3D images in the MSD
challenge is 11. When using this particular image, the search space for pooling
stride in the depth direction is set to {1}. This is necessary because the range
of image sizes is unknown prior to training.
Fig. 2. The proposed base architecture.
The Proposed Base Architecture : We use an architecture modified from U-
Net[9] for our base architecture as shown in Figure 2. The architecture combines
the decoder 1 × 1 × 1 convolution skip connections in DeepLabV3+[2] and the
deep supervision scheme proposed in [3]. Batch normalization is replaced with
instance normalization to account for GPU memory.
Filled purple arrows indicate 1 × 1 × 1 convolution skip connections that
control the amount of information transfer between the encoder and decoder.
The number of channels is halved, and the output is concatenated with the
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decoder’s output. The unfilled purple and black arrows are a combination of
3D resize and element-wise-sum of outputs from stages 1, 2, and 3 which is
a modified deep supervision method. The parameters considered in the search
space are marked bold in the box below the architecture diagram. Question
marks denote positions in which feature sizes are determined by the pooling
stride parameters in stages 3 and 4. The dotted green arrows indicate whether a
zero operation should be used or not. Skip connections which send and receive
features are marked with S circles.
When skip-connected features differ in channel sizes, most NAS frameworks
concatenate all skip-connected features and apply 1× 1× 1 convolution to each
layer. On the other hand, we use a matching operation where 1× 1× 1 convolu-
tions are applied to all skip connected features with the corresponding channel
size to decrease GPU memory usage and network parameters, and then per-
form an element-wise-sum. We expect this to transfer all import information
contained in the features since features with various spatial resolutions are used
during architecture search.
All 3D convolution kernels are 1 × 1 × 1 or 3 × 3 × 3 and the controller
selects the convolution dilation rate. To stabilize training, the dilation rate of
3D convolution at stage 1 in the encoder part is fixed to 1, and the pooling
strides at stage 1 and 2 are fixed to 2. The features in the inner-most stage can
take resolutions ranging from 1/16 to 1/4 of the input image’s resolution.
2.2 Training the Controller’s Parameters for Architecture Selection
We use a parameter sharing based reinforcement learning proposed by ENAS[8]
to train the controller. Parameter sharing is an excellent method which trains
the controller by receiving a reward just from the newly constructed architec-
ture without retraining the child network from scratch. This reduces the time
necessary to reach the global optimum although performance may be affected
by the initial architecture, number of episodes, number of training epochs for
the child network, moving average baseline parameter, and the entropy’s reg-
ularization coefficient. We assumed that the combination of sequential actions
constitutes the optimal architecture. Thus, we distinguish distinct operations by
adding unique values to the LSTM inputs. On the other hand, the reason we
do not use the recently proposed differentiable NAS scheme is that the method
uploads all operations on the GPU, requiring many expensive GPUs.
At each episode the controller creates 20 child networks and observes the cor-
responding validation patient-wise dice scores of each network which are used
as a reward to train the controller. The 3D dice score is calculated after thresh-
olding pixel values lower than 0.5 to 0. The next generation architecture is then
determined by the sequence of actions taken by the controller. The generated
architecture is be trained using dice loss [4].
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3 Implementation Details and Experimental Results
3.1 Data and Implementation Details
Dataset : We conducted experiments on the brain, heart, and prostate 3D
medical images used in the medical segmentation decathlon challenge(MSD,
http://medicaldecathlon.com/). This dataset contains images with signifi-
cantly varying 3D shape and channel sizes, making it appropriate for confirming
our NAS method’s performance. Because the labels for the test dataset are not
publicly available, we evaluate performance with 5-fold cross validation as in
[5,10], not on the test dataset.
Implementation Details : We preprocess the data by applying Z-score nor-
malization to each channel independently. For the brain data, we cropped the
images based on their non-zero minimum value of each dimension because many
voxels contain zeros. The learning rate and weight decay of the child network
were fixed as 0.001 and 0.00001 respectively without any learning rate decay
methods. The controller also used a fixed learning rate and weight decay of
0.001 and 0.000001 respectively, with entropy regularization coefficient set as
0.0001. The ADAM optimizer was used for both the child and controller net-
works. Considering training time, the controller’s training epochs were 150, 500,
and 500 for brain, heart, and prostate tasks respectively. The child network was
trained for 3 epochs per episode. To receive a more meaningful reward in the
first epoch, the first child network arbitrarily used the architecture with the
maximum input patch size including all skip connections and operations.
It is known that changes in batch normalization statistics hinder the train-
ing process early on when using drop-path regularization on NAS [1]. However,
our training remains unaffected because batch normalization is replaced with
instance normalization. The batch size was chosen based on available memory
fixed as 2, 1, and 4 for brain, heart, and prostate tasks respectively. The code
was implemented using PyTorch 1.0.0.
3.2 Experimental Results
Our comparison baselines include nnUnet[5] and SCNAS[10] as shown in Table
2. nnUnet achieves state-of-the-art performance and holds first place in the MSD
competition. SCNAS is a gradient-based AutoML network with a micro search
space developed for 3D medical image segmentation tasks. Our method achieves
performance exceeding that obtained by SCNAS and nnUnet. Furthermore, this
is achieved without using much memory, being small enough to be trained on just
one RTX 2080Ti (10.8GB GPU memory) and is computationally cheap, taking
3.1, 1.39, and 0.35 days to train on the brain, heart, prostate tasks respectively.
In the MSD challenge, most teams employ additional methods such as ensem-
bling multiple neural networks, abundant data augmentation techniques, Test
Time Augmentation (T.T.A), and post-processing methods. In contrast, we only
use horizontal flip in the 2D axial dimension for data augmentation to evalu-
ate the proposed NAS performance. We also did not use use any pre-trained
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model weights, ensembling, T.T.A, nor post-processing methods. Furthermore,
most teams use the 50% overlapped patch-wise inference method to improve
performance[5,10]. This method increases the inference time and requires more
computation. Instead, we use the one-shot inference method to process the whole
image in a single forward pass for quick inference although this can degrade per-
formance.
Figure 3 shows the entropy and reward sequence of each task and the resulting
optimal architecture obtained for the heart task for a particular validation set.
The uniformly decreasing entropy and steadily increasing rewards illustrate that
the controller network was trained well and the result of the architecture is
stable. In other words, the controller repeatedly suggests either the same or
similar child networks producing consistent dice scores. In our experiments, the
controller suggests the same network more than 80% of the time regardless of
the validation set.
Fig. 3. Left : One of the optimal architectures chosen for the validation set of heart
task. Right : The entropy of the controller and the reward of the selected architecture
for each task.
Table 2. Mean Dice score for Brain tumor, Heart, and Prostate 3D segmentation
tasks. V.D.A, Ensemble, T.T.A, and P.P indicate whether Various Data Augmentation,
Ensembling, Test Time Augmentation, and Post-Processing were used to obtain the
final result.
3D U-ResNet[10] SCNAS[10]
SCNAS
( transfer )
nnUnet[5]
RONASMIS
( non fine-tunning )
Brain Tumor 71.61 72.04 - 74.00 74.14
Heart 89.60 89.99 90.47 92.70 92.72
Prostate 63.77 65.30 67.92 74.54 75.71
V.D.A, Ensemble,
T.T.A, P.P.
No No No Yes No
Training GPU Tesla V100 Tesla V100 Tesla V100 - One RTX 2080Ti
Inference of network Overlapped patch-wise Overlapped patch-wise Overlapped patch-wise
Weighted
overlapped patch-wise
One-shot
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4 Conclusion
By configuring an efficient search space using macro search and utilizing param-
eter sharing for training a controller, we were able to apply NAS to 3D medical
imaging segmentation tasks where previously developed NAS methods were dif-
ficult to apply. The proposed resource-optimized NAS framework outperforms
state-of-the-art results obtained by manual design in the 3D medical image seg-
mentation challenge. Furthermore, our proposed method is more meaningful in
that it achieves excellent performance without using various data augmentation,
ensembling, T.T.A, and post-processing.
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